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ABSTRACT 
In the modern scenario the enslavement on the electrical power is in great demand. As the convention of the 

electrical energy is increasing, the secure, reliable operation and safeguarding of the device is essential to both the 

consumer and the appliance itself. This paper proposes the monitoring of parameters like main and secondary voltage, 

current, power factor, frequency and temperature level using appropriate sensors controlled by a PIC microcontroller. 

PIC controller converts these physical quantities into electrical quantity and monitors the threshold levels. In case of 

abnormalities, it automatically trips the transformer for electrical protection. The category of the voltage and load is 

displayed using a LCD. The symmetrical and unsymmetrical faults in the transmission line are also detected by 

measuring voltage and current using instrument transformer. 

KEY WORDS: Transformers, fault detector, Internet of Things (IoT), Arduino UNO. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The transmission lines and distribution scheme plays essential role in current distribution to the consumers 

without interruption. The survey indicates that 80% of the consumer’s service interruptions are due to failures in 

distribution networks. To develop the reliability of distribution, the sensory information collection in transmission 

line is necessary. The present distribution programmed system includes substation automation, feeder automation, 

routine meter analysis and automated build-up of geographic information scheme and so on. But the design 

introduces the theory called routine transmission line monitoring from power house. The aspect of this idea is that 

the power home staff or line patrol staff can rescue the parameters like quantity of current flow or voltage level in 

any load acting spot. Hence the theft current in load outline can be predictable. The space from power house to 

consumers is separated into clusters. Here a load performing point can work as either node or bunch head based on 

the energy utilization. The reasonable faults in transmission column are three stage shunt as well as three phase to 

earth circuit (Kurt Josef Ferreira, 2007). Single line-to-ground, line-to-line and double line-to-line faults are 

unbalanced in nature. On a transmission system the defensive relay design is integrated to perceive the unusual signal 

signifying faults. This isolates the faulted piece from the respite of the scheme with minimal disorder and equipment 

harm. Power conduction and distribution lines are the important links that accomplish the essential stability of service 

of electrical power to the end user. Transmission lines tie the generating location and load centers. As the generating 

station are remotely away from the load center they scuttle over hundreds of kilometers (Dong, 2013). However, the 

prospect of fault happening in conduction lines are very high. Since faults can threaten the power system, so they 

must be isolated immediately. Fault study is a very significant concern in power system manufacturing. In order to 

obvious faults quickly and renovate power supply as soon as probable with least interruption, this system 

instantaneously transmits any fault information to electricity board (Lu and Yao, 2007). It monitor the parameters 

like voltage and current concurrently and transmits data through wireless medium. 

System analysis and design: This paper presents the design of Transmission Line Multifold Detector with 

Transformer security by a Peripheral Interface Controller (PIC 16F877A). An steady state working method of a 

power scheme is balance 3-phase ac. conversely, owing to rapid external or interior change in the system, this 

condition is disrupted. While the insulation of a scheme fails on one or other position or a conducting point make 

contact with a live position, a short circuit or fault occurs. The cause of fault are abundant. e.g., lighting, heavy wind, 

trees diminishing transversely line, vehicles collide with tower or poles, birds, column breaks, etc. (Lu and Yao, 

2007). A fault relating all the three phases is well-known as symmetrical fault whereas one concerning just one two 

phases is identified as unsymmetrical fault. 

The function consists of panel of electronic apparatus all-encompassing of a PIC 16F877A microcontroller 

by means of programmable logic. These faults are constantly monitored and indicated on a LCD display and 

controlled by a microcontroller. 

Service Company invest massive amount of transformers of all variety, including distribution and power 

transformer. Operating, maintaining, and inspecting all power transformer is not an easy task, so this work proposes 

a technique to protect the transformer from getting worn out due to electrical disturbance. An electrical parameter 

like current, voltage of the transformers are feed like base standards, by means of a keypad headed for an Peripheral 

Interface Controller (PIC) and sensed values be compared among their respective threshold levels. By comparing 

these values, an Peripheral Interface organizer produce a trip indicator which operate the relay and in roll the 

connectivity among major supply also an power transformer is hack off, thus defending the power transformer since 
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not working. 

Existing System: The security scheme of transformer is inevitable owing near the voltage fluctuation, frequent 

insulation failure, earth fault, over current etc. Thus the subsequent routine safety systems are incorporated 

(Komurcugil and Kukrer, 2006). An Buchholz relay, moreover called as a gas relay or else a rapid pressure relay, is 

a protection apparatus resting on some oil-filled power transformers and reactors, outfitted by an exterior slide oil 

tank known an conservator. It besides provides security beside all variety of gradually industrial faults such as 

insulation malfunction of winding, core heating and drop of oil point. An ground fault typically involve a partial 

collapse of winding insulation to ground. The ensuing leakage current is significantly fewer than the short path 

current. An earth fault can persist for an extended time and create injure prior to it eventually develop into a short 

path and detached from the system (Komurcugil and Kukrer, 2006). An over current relay, too known as overload 

relay have high current setting and arranged to operate against faults between phases. Usually it provide safeguard 

beside phase-to phase faults and overloading faults. Differential scheme, too called as circulating – current system 

provides protection against short-circuits between turns of a winding and between windings that correspond to phase-

to phase or three phase type short-circuits i.e., it provides safeguard beside earth and phase faults. 

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
In proposed method, detecting the fault in conduction line and defending the power transformer since faults 

are performed automatically by the IoT based PIC microcontroller as revealed in fig.1. The safety of power 

transformers and fault detection in conduction lines contains the following components. Rectifier, filter and 

regulating circuit (Power circuits), Voltage measuring circuit using Potential Transformer, Current measuring circuit 

using Current Transformer, LCD display, Driver circuit and relay, Temperature measurement circuit, PIC 16F877 

microcontroller board. 

Features:  
Output Current up to 2A  

Output Voltages of 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 24V  

Thermal Overload Protection  

Short Circuit Protection  

Working: The main aim of the project to reduce power consumption and obtain the energy from solar panel. Here 

the energy will be stored into the battery. An solar board will act as a transducer, so the heat energy is renewed to 

electrical energy. The power supply entity reduces the noise and the Ac signal is converted into pure DC signal 

(Komurcugil and Kukrer, 2006). The ac voltage, typically 120v, is coupled to an transformer, which steps downward 

to the point for the preferred dc output as exposed in fig.2. 

 

 

Figure.1. Block diagram of proposed system Figure.2. Schematic diagram of implementation model  

An diode rectifier next provides a full- waves rectified voltage that is primarily filtered by a simple capacitor 

filter to generate a dc voltage (Komurcugil and Kukrer, 2006). This ensuing dc voltage frequently have various ripple 

or else ac electrical energy deviation. A regulator path can employ this dc input to afford a dc voltage that not merely 

has greatly less ripple voltage but also remains the same dc value, even if the input dc voltage varies rather, or the 

load allied to the output dc voltage modify as shown in fig.3. This voltage parameter is frequently obtained by one 

of a amount of trendy voltage controller IC unit (Inoue, 2007).  
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Figure.3. Transmission line and transmission line input voltage 

In case of line to line fault, if the R and Y phases are shorted the voltage as well as current are in the state of 

=0, then the controller instruction will display and trip the corresponding circuit breaker. For the failure of other 

phases the corresponding decisions are taken by the controller. For double line to earth error the current and voltage 

range is =0, if Y and B are the fault phases, controller displays and trip the circuit breaker. If three phases are shorted 

the breaker is instructed to trip immediately and displayed because the currents are enormously high. 

An input electrical energy to controller through the circuit is 1.Iv if 110 KV present in the primary line. The 

current is also measured in the same range in terms of voltage. The over voltage protection is provided by this same 

way. For increase in voltage up to 115Kv the controller operates the OLTC through driver circuit and relay to 

normalize the system voltage, but the voltage of above 115.1Kv the circuit breakers are allowed to trip and display 

it simultaneously. This is also provides the protection against external faults due to atmospheric condition. 

Single stage preventer input is logic 1 for the presence of three phases. Failure of any one or two phase, the 

output of AND gate is logic 0. It affects the equipment and the generation. The controller is providing the signal to 

LCD as well as to trip an inward circuit breaker. The output of Power factor measurement circuit is logic 1 for unity 

power factor. If it becomes logic 0, the controller compares the voltage and current signals through timer to find 

lagging or leading power factor. The capacitor banks are included to path of suitable ratings depends on the current 

if lagging power factor occurs and vice versa. 

Temperature measurement of an transformer oil with winding is essential for the proper load distribution. 

The transformer oil temperature is allowed up to 90 but at 75 an circuit breaker is tripped. The thermistor circuit is 

used for the operation. The output of potential divider form is in mV i.e.) for 1 c the divider gives 20mv to the 

controller. In secondary side two voltages are measured continuously. If some irregular condition the voltage either 

increased or decreased depending on the fault occurs. But three line currents are measured for precious operation. If 

winding short circuit occurs the controller is instructed to operate an circuit br. This circuit is planned to monitor the 

supply voltage as exposed in fig.4. The supply voltage so as to observe is step down in the possible transformer. We 

use 230v/12v step down transformer. The step down electrical energy is rectified in the rectifier (Komurcugil and 

Kukrer, 2006).  

The accuracy rectifier is a pattern obtained by an operational amplifier in regulate to have a path behaving 

resembling an model diodes or rectifier. The full wave rectifier is the arrangement of half wave precision rectifier. 

We can also obtain the differential protection by this controller arrangement. 

Circuit Description: 

Voltage measurement: This circuit is planned to monitor the supply voltage as exposed in fig.4. The supply voltage 

so as to observe is step down in the possible transformer. We use 230v/12v step down transformer. The step down 

electrical energy is rectified in the rectifier (Komurcugil and Kukrer, 2006).  

 
Figure.4. Voltage Measurement Circuit 

The accuracy rectifier is a pattern obtained by an operational amplifier in regulate to have a path behaving 

resembling an model diodes or rectifier. The full wave rectifier is the arrangement of half wave precision rectifier. 

Current measurement: This circuit is designed to monitor the supply current as shown in fig.5. The supply current 

that has to scrutinize is footstep down by the existing transformer. The footstep down current is altered by the voltage 

with the assist of shunt resistor. Then the transformed voltage is rectified by the accuracy rectifier.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The following results have been simulated using MATLAB and Pri – internal fault current at the instant of 

fault is as shown in the fig.6. It is observed that as the current circulating the transformer increases, the sensor output 

also increases. An increase in the sensor output voltage lead to the corresponding change in current value as shown 

in the fig.7. The Wi-Fi connection has to be established to transfer sensors data to end user and also send it to the 

cloud storage for future usage. Before sending the sensed data to cloud, the data will be processed in MATLAB for 

analyze and visualize data to end user. The data investigation in MATLAB makes easier to us to set threshold point 

and to achieve essential controlling actions. 
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Figure.6. Pri-internal fault current 

  
Figure.7. Instants of faults 

A graph of ground fault current measured against instant of time in fig.8, shows the trend of decrease in 

current as the resistance increases. This confirms that the system has been designed well and thus it is able to read 

and record as it changes, thereby operating the switches at optimum current levels. Hence the theft current in load 

outline can be predictable and stored in cloud. 

 
Figure.8. Time vs. Ground fault currents 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

  The advancement in science and technology is a non -stop process. As the knowledge grow day by day, it 

tin visualize about the feature which might engage every position. The projected scheme based on PLC 

microcontroller is count to be more compact, user friendly, which can readily be used in order to perform (Inoue, 

2007) fault analysis. Several dreary and recurring tasks are there. Though it is designed keeping in mind about the 

need for the industry, it can extended for other purposes such as marketable and investigate applications. Owing to 

the likelihood of high technology used is software controlled with simulink circuit modeling the feature make this 

system is the base for the future systems. From the output of simulation we can ensure that the fault will be serious 

case of the structure. In the BHEL Company they analyzed the theoretical concept under real life situation. This work 

has configured the text into practice and the significance of protection of transformer and power system can also be 

understood. 
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